2007 Winter Quarter Timeline

Important dates:
- Adler visit: 01/05
- MSI Demonstration Training: 01/12
- Big project proposals due: 01/26
- Start prototyping: 02/02
- Front end evaluation due: 02/09
- Work on prototypes: 02/16, 02/23, 03/02
- Prototypes due, Presentations: 03/09
- Work on prototypes: 02/23
- Practise MSI demos from 01/29 - 02/10 (6 hrs)
- Visits (need a visit for the first week):
  1. Spertus Center (01/24)
  2. Adler or Field (01/05)
  3. Highschool visit (undetermined)

Discussions (second half of quarter):
1. Learning Theory and Learning in Museums
2. How museums work, organization, funding
3. Formal Education
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